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Prosecuting Attorney
Believes Trial Futile

umber 131

Speech Department
Schedules Six Plays
For 1949-50 Season

An estimated 850 senior students from eight outlying high schools
are participating in Visitation day activities on the Sin Jose State
college campus today. The project is under the directicn of County
Supervisor of Schools 0. S. Hubbard.
Secondary schools represented are Los Gatos, Gilroy. Live Oak
of Morgan Hill. Campbell, sant4
4 Clara, Washington of Centerville,
and Fremont of
Mountain View,
,
Sunnyvale.
Today’s program differs from
last week’s Visitation day for city
schools only in time. The San
Joseans arrived at 8:20 a.m. and
left at 11:30 to attend afternoon
classes. Their country cousins, due
to the longer distance they have
to travel, arrived at 9:45 this
morning and will stay until 1:45
p.m.

By BOB JOHNSTON
Charges against Ray Bishop were officially dropped yesterday.
Prosecuting Attorney Dick Robinson refused to prosecute the
case in a letter addressed to the Student Court, the Student Council,
and the Spartan Daily. The letter reads:

Six outstanding plays have been
the Speech
selected to compri
and Drama depart ent’s 1949-50
drama season, Dr.
men Clancy,
announced yesterd . All plays
will run six nights.
is the first
"Faust" by Goet
play of the season. It is the monumental story of a man’s destiny
when he bargains away his soul to
the Devil. Opening night is Nov.
10.
delightful
caperings of
The
I young love in a confusion of inBy DR. T. W. MACQUARRIE
nocent mistakes is the story of
"John Loves Mary" by Norman
A very large number of our stu- Krasna, opening Dec. 8.
dents. perhaps as many as 2000,
Feb. 3 is the opening night of
come from Santa Clara county. Noel Coward’s famous "Tonight
Of that number, I am guessing at 8:30," which is a selection of
that not more than half would one -act plays.
ever go to college if San Jose
The fourth prodttction of the
State were not right here.
drama season is "The Flies" by
Jean-Paul Sarte, a startling mothe ancient
And
speaking
to the
high dern adaptation
school seniors who are our guests Greek story about Orestes, Writtoday, it’s a great thing for many ten by the most successful of
of you that, the state of Califor- modern French playwrights.
On May 4, ’7h...corn Ts Green"
nia has placa a college right in
your midst. Many of_ you would_i by Emlyn Winning will be presennever see the inside of a collegel ted. It’s a warming. comedy- of- ’
delightful character study.
were it not for that.
The final play of the season is
Perhaps I should say to you, J. B. Priestley’s "Time And The
Conways." It opens June 8. This
is an intriguing and stimulating
picture of the realization that
time is relative.
Season tickets will be on sale
,t)the first of October in the Speech
ffice, Room 57. Cost of spason.
tickets is $2.40 to members of the
Student Body and $3.60 to others.
Tickets may be reserved for
either Thursday. Friday or Saturday evenings. Added performances
will be given Monday and Tuesday nights.

"Dea Students:
"It is my opinion that the easel
of Ray Bishop versus the ASH
should be dropped. It is my perog*Me as prosecuting attorney not
to prosecute any case which I feel
lea unwarranted or which has a
lack of evidence.
"The purpose of the court in a
case such as the one in question
is to enforce the provisions of the
constitution and its by-laws. Ray
Bishop on the litti of May did turn
most of the required reports into
the Student Council, and a further
pursuance of the case would accomplish very little.
"The lack of evidence is accounted for in the inadequacy of
the minutes due to the failure of
the recording secretary to record
the meetings at which Ray Bishop
was absent. The
ASH Administration failed to notify Bishop in
writing of the exact date on which
the final report would be due.
Further, the charge of violation
of Article 3, Section 1, Clause C
is ambiguous.
"There is no point in wasting
my time, the defense’s time, and
the time of the court in pursuing
a case that will avail nothing
more than providing a vehicle for
slinging mud; therefore, I refuse
to prosecute this case."
President Tom Wall, who left
this morning for the P.S.P.A. convention in Sun Valley, Idaho,
made no comment on Robinson’s
action.
"I have no comment to make
at this time," Bishop stated yesterday, when informed that Robinson refused to prosecute.
Charges Orightste
The charges Originated Monday,
May 2, when the Student Council
charged Bishop, Revelries director, with failure to carry out the
duties of his of fice.
Bishop was charged %with failure to submit a written report
each quarter, neglecting to present a financial report at the first
Council meeting of each month,
failure to attend Council meetings, overlooking a recommendaDR. T. W. MacQUARRIE
tion for his successor, and violating Article II, Section 1 of the also, that we do not expect alconstitution.
ways to have the place covered
Bishop Reports
with tin huts. They are a war
Monday, Bishop submitted a full development. We have grown no
Revelries report at the Council rapidly in recent years that we
meeting, and Wall initiated a mo- just had to have some shelter.
tion to drop the charges against We have the money for new units
Bishop. Stuart Goehler, defense but it’s a slow business getting
counsel for Bishop, intervened at them bunt.
this point and argued that Bishop
was entitled to a hearing to clear
Still the campus of a public colhis name.
lege will always be a busy place.
Always something will be going
up or coming down. Ever since
our beginning 87 years ago, we
BERLIN, May 10
Capt. have been doing something. I can
Eugene P. Williams of Long never remember when some part
Beach Calif., the "Lollipop Pilot" of this campus wasn’t torn up.
said yesterday he would continue
his ".candy air lift" for German
It’s all exciting and encouraging
children whether or not the fullof course. If you come here next
scale Berlin airlift continues.
"If the big boys call of the air- year, you’ll find out what I mean.
lift, I -will find a special plane This college is the state’s effort
or at least a regular passenger, to make a college education poxplane to fly candy to the kiddies," sible for you. It’s a pretty good
, effort, too, if I do say it.
Williams said.

JUST AMONG
OURSELVES

The Lollipop Pilot

a

Experimental Dance
Planned for Tonignt
2 L

An experimental dance will be
given tonight from 8:30 to 10:30
in the Student Union by the Social Affairs committee, according
to Barbara Kinst, chairman for
the affair.
This dance is being held in order to determine if such week day
dances are successful enough to
be continued as regular weekly
functions.
Music will be "off the record"
and ASH cards holders will be
admitted free.
The trial is an effort to give the
student body the kind of dances
It enjoys, said Betty Brisbin Social Affairs committee chairman.

San Jose Players
Give Spring Swing
"Spring Swing," a dance sponsored by the San Jose Players
will be given May 20 in Eagles
hall, Bill Furnell, chairman of the
committee,
entertainment
announced yesterday. It will be
dressy sport.
Music will be furnished by an
dhd dancing
all-girl orchestra.
will be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission is $1.50 per couple.

Student Council representatives
will head an 11:30 discussion
group on student government and
student activities open to all interested seniors.
Betty Bright.,
Social Affairs, chairman, Glean
Stewart, Rally committee chairman, and Tom Eddy, chief justice
of the Student Court, will speak
on their organizations.
and entertainment will be furnishThe visitors will eat lunch in
the south quad at 12:30. Cokes
and entertainment will he furnished by the college student body.

Irene Palmer Is
Acting Registrar;
Succeeds W. H. Neal

Today’s complete program, as
announced by Dean ’Joe IL West,
follows:

9:45- Assemble in Morris Dai1 laY_ auditorium. ’PresidfirA
S. Hubbard, ciiiint 5iperintendent of schools: greetings, Dr. T.
Miss Irene Palmer will take I W. MacQuarrie, president of the
over duties as acting-registrar to- college; Bob Cronemiller, viceday filling the post vacated by president of the student body; and
Mr. William Neal last night. Neal IRarbara Brewster, president of
Is leaving San Jose to further his AWS.
education, according to informa10:10 --Dr. Robert D. Rhodes,
tion from the registrar’s office.
in charge of campus tours, will
Mr. Leslie Ross, class of June explain to the seniors how guides
1948, has been promoted to fill will assist them in getting where
the position of assistant -registrar. they wish to go.
Mr. Ross, who graduated with an
10:15--Students will be dismissAB in commerce, has been working in the registrar’s office since ed from the auditorium and will
accompany their guides to the deJuly I of last year.
The vacancy left by Ross as partments they have chosen to
head of statistics and records will visit.
be filled by Miss Eileen Wilson,
11:15 The major department
also a graduate of San Jose State.
program ends and guides will
Miss Wilson has been in the embring students back to the main
ploy of the registrar’s office since
where they will reassemble
quad,
last December.
indicating the camMrs. Catherine Wilson. a stu- around signs
pus tour or the activity of their
dent at State for the past three
choice.
years, has been added to the office force to assist Miss Wilson.
11:30Guides will take students to rhooms in which activity
programs are being held.

Qualified Pilots
May Enter Meet

Full time SJSC students with
student
pilot licenses
and 15
hours toward a private license,
are invited to enter the forthcoming air meet presented by Alpha
Eta Rho. The meet takes place
Sunday at Warm Springs airport, Tom Tonna, fraternity president, disclosed.
Interested pilots may enter by
signing up in the -Aeronautics lab,
San Carlos turf, by tomorrow.
Several planes will be made
available at the field for entrants
who might wish to rent them for
the competition.

Autumn Classes
A tentative schedule of the Fall
commerce classes has been posted
on
the Commerce department
bulletin board, Dr. Earl W. Atkinson announced today.
The
schedule is subject to change,
Dr. Atekinson added.

12:30Luncheon
quad.

in the south

1F15--Reasemble in the auditorium. Music by college band. Pictorial history of the college by
Dr. Dwight Bente?, Journalism department head.
1:45- Buses depart for home.

Spardi Gras Dress
All campus organizations who
have not yet contacted Spardi
Gras faculty adviser Rocca Pisan In reference to their proposed costumes are asked by
chairman Dick Cirigliano to do
so at once. The deadline is May
15.
Organizations wishing group
pictures in the Spardi Gras
program should contact Don
Gifford, program chairman, in
hex G in the Coop by Friday,
Cirigliano also announced.

A College Ideal
Once agnin..the portals of Sparta swing wide to welcome the
seniors "oi ’the high schools of Santa Clara county for .another Visitation
The alr too few hours that you will be our guests, we, the students( and faculty of San Jose State, Will be striving to male your
stay llaofh pleasant and informative. We will also be intent on giving
you dri ideal, an ideal which has been ours and which we hope to
pass On to you.
We took it upon ourselves to pursue a career as our humble
contrIbution toward a better society. By pursuing a career, man
surrenders hinIseJf to a creative impulse which becomes the instrument
of a miehtier passion than he consciously originates. There is a deep
sense in which we make our careers, but a deeper sense in which our
careers are made for us.
i’Ve believe that we, and you, can improve ourselves, our state
e,nd ou, nation by first improving our minds through the wise use of
the Oaller education afforded us. Such is the ideal of young ambition
the field from the place of preparation for life.
a :t
With this thought in mind, we .sincfely hope that you wiN make
the roost of your opportunities in makiiii this visit to our campus the
first 9tepp:ng stone in your decision to matriculate, whether it be in
this or ally other college.
ion t attempt to paint a beautiful picture of collegiate life
cntice you to attend this institution. Instead, we want to
in
,2 true worth of a college education.
The toil is intense,
-vimes painful because it is to be imperishable. The real
t4ff on comes with the end product; the consciousness that some{ ing v.orthy of being done has been accomplished in the con..
scioure;s cf growing power and worth, of duties nobly met, and
work ’t!-;...^oughly done.
rjoaersocesposezerzaaawaecioaorsocessibamoormaoce

STAN’S SLANTS

Valley High Schools Make Marks
In San Jose State Campus Life
Gilroy

Mountain View

Campbell

Don Schaeffer Grad MVH Sports-Service Campbellites Head
Of ’44 Gilroy Class Students Ex-ceiling Student Offices
By HARVEY JORDAN

When the blue and white Mustangs wander the Spartan halls
today, they can well be proud of
many of their alumni who are
now wearers of the State Gold
and white.
Foremost among their graduates to come to public notice is
the new president-elect of the
Associated Student Body, Don
Schaeffer, class of ’44. He has

By HERB BLATT

MoUntain View High School can
well be proud of its grads . now
at San Jose State. There are
prominent MVHS grads now helping SJS make its mane, such as’
Rod Richardson, Jay Hopkins and
Roy Bertorelli.
Richardson and _ Hopkins are
both making news as members of
the great boxing and golf teams
that State has turned out this

By ROYCE ROOT, CUHS, ’44
(Spartan Daily Society Editor)
From the hurried halls of
Campbell Union High school to
the hallowed halls of San Jose
State college have come the footsteps of many noteworthy persons.
Among the notables now gracing the local Campus after a fouryear sojourn at CUHS are the
LaMar brothers, Dale and Ron.
Dale Is a past Student Council

year. Richardson starred-In footall and basketball at MVHS before his graduation In 1944. lie is
a Junior psychology major here,

Hopkins, MVHS class of ’45, is
a junior Business Ad major, High
school students may remember
him by his active affairsin the
stUdent body government, drama,
and sports at Mountain View.

By Sadler -

Bertorelli has kept the name of
Mountain View up In the lights
here at State with his acth-e parlicipation in college life, as a
member of the Blue Key, Honorary aervice. fraternity,, and as an
active member of host year’s rally
committee. He graduated from

SIVIIS in 1946. Many of you present and ex-MVHS students will

remember him as student body
president, senior clam president,
and as an active person in other
school affairs., He is a junior Business Ad major.

DON hiCHAEFFER, ’44

been prominent in campus activities here as well as at Gilroy Union High School, where he also
played football,. In the fall quarter Schaeffer will assume the
leadership of the Student Council
to direct the student activities of
the’ college.
A recent addition to the student
body is Qnen O. Young, clam of
’48. While a member of the blue
and white, he held class offices,
was a member ol the hand, played sports and was a member of
C.S.F.
Among the related combina-

"Whutcha

mean, DO?

To This, To That

I’m a college graduate!"

Fishers Three

tions hailing from Gilroy are John
B. Harrison, ’41, and Richard E.
Harrison, ’48, who recently joined
the Spartans. Included in this are
Itsue and Mutsue Nagareda, both
’47 grads.
The old football squads from

the Mustangs have brought such
men as Alfred R. Desimone, ’46;
Frank Fortino, ’47; Gary E. Hall,
’47; and Garvin A. Laskowski,
6.
Other members of the old colors include Lois C. Carlyle, ’45;
Diroald B. .Larson, ’45; Robert M.
Howortit, ’47; Leo V. Garbhd, ’45;
Eugene L. Conrotto, ’47; Dolores
Wen4dell, ’47; and August L. Scolari, ’45.

Barbara Sheets, ’45

Others that many of you visiting MVHS students may remem- member and was a candidate for
ber are: Trini Calvo, ’47, student student body president in the rebody secretary; Syl Diaz, ’44, eett t election. He was a ’46 graduyearbook editor and class officer, ate.
and Bea trice DeBenedet ti, ’48,
Ron is the sophomore represtudent body secretary and staff sentative to the Council, and is
member for the yearbook.
active in campus affairs. He was
graduated from Campbell in 1947.
Barbara Jensen Sheets reigned
as queen of the 1946 Spardi Gras
celebration. The attractive senior,
SJSC student body secretary during the 1947 term, was a member
of the 1945 Campbell graduating
A form of practical psychology class.
was applied to Dr. Raymond
Norma Herring, blonde, former
Mosher, psychology department Campbellite,
keeps tab on activihead, when he was engineered to ties in and around the Dean of
his own birthday party last Mon- Women’s office as she carries out
day.
her duties as secretary.
The surprise party was given
Nora Lynch, genial member of
by the staff of the personnel ofthe 1945 Campbell_ graduates, is
fice and psychology department.
chairman of the fast-moving Co.
VIA problem was to lure Dr.
recreation committee here on
Mosher away. .temporarilly, from
campus.
the scene of the celebration which
Lanky Bill Wilson,. class of ’45,
was to be Dean DeVoes’ office.
According to Mrs. Ruth Mat- was a member of the championlock, the Dean’s secretary, "Dr. ship-winning Spartan football
Gene Waller invited Dr. Mosher team last season.
to luncheon on the pretext -of dis- ’These and scores of other
Casnphell-Spartans welcome the
cussing department affairs."
Inasmuch as Dr. Mosher had visiting seniors today, and invite
business to transact at the bank them to enter the halls of fame
he suggested they lunch down- at San Jose State college.
town. Time was running out on
Fencing and badminton were
Dr. Waller but he. managed to get
his friend back on the campus. regular competitive features
Already perceiving that he through 1947 in the CCAA.
would be late for his lecture Dr

Party Surprises
Psychology Prof

Egad, I’m off, poetic verse,
REDDING, Calif., May 10 (UP)
Dissertation, unrehearsed,
Three Bay Area men yesterday
Bysmic ballads sleepily nursed,
took off in an aluminum canoe for
Pain/ully go from bed to verse.
a 10-day, 350-mile trip down the.
Wary watching the crusade,
Sacramento river to San FranPi:ening progress steadfully made cisco bay.
twit ivied covered balconades,
The group will spend the first
ow.modernistic barrack-aids.
three days fishing. The boat carries a sail the men said could be
If one were to enumerate the
Alma Mater (remotely zoned)
)3y treming city, fatherly honed. used from Rio Vista to the bay. advances of all these students,
The group includes Walter Jo- and others, he would have an imAh, ithiiitled money, ’tho bemoansephs, Oakland, and Jerome Jo- pressive list of notables unsur- Waller attempted to hurry his
sephs, San Leandro, both con- passed by any high school con- guest. On passing Dean DeVciast
Till reassured ’tis but a loan.
tractors, and Bruce Alexander, an tributing to San Jose State col- of ice, Dr. Mailer (tang the door
open and with a friendly (but
Without, our city’s streets were Oakland tire man.
lege.
firm) shove, pushed D. Mosher
4ent.
Into the room where his "guests"
Mapping wherein we would intentawaited.
ly sttive and search for here
Mrs. Matlock declared that Dr.
-.
We’re sent
Mosher was genuinely surprised
woilder what this poem has
and said little for "at least 15
fneant.
Sold, Rented, Repaired
,
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Round -act Square

Miss Walker Becomes ’Mrs.,
At Recent Double-Ring Rites
Miss Carolyn A. Walker and William 0. Walker, both of San
Jose, were married recently by Dr. Joyce Wesley Farr in a double
ring ceremony at the First Methodist church.
Mrs. Walker is a secretary in the Education office.
The bride’s white satin gown was styled with a sweetheart neckline, a fitted bodice, and a bead
decoration on the yoke. Her vell
was of waistline length and she
carried a bouquet of gardenias.
Bridesmaids were the bride’s
two sisters) Mrs. John M. Vogel
and Miss Margaret Walker, and
Mrs. Nills Kahnberg and Miss Ann
Tosspern. They wore dresses of
green, peach, blue, and yellow
net with sweetheart necklines and
loosely woven net caps.
Bert Jacobson, Bruce Prather,
William Gray and Jimmy Sheridan were the bridegroom’s attendants.
The bride’s mother wore a lightweight navy blue suit with a navy
hat decorated with pink roses.
David Willis, soloist, sang "I
Love You" and "Because." Reginald Greenbroek was organist.
Both of the newlyweds were
graduated from San Jose Slate
college, she with a business administration major and he an accounting degree.
Walker was affiliated with Delta Upsilon fraternity. They were
both members of the Seekers
group.
The couple spent their honeymoon at Brookdale lodge in the
Santa Cruz mountains, and are
making their home in Palo Alto.

TALLEY-ANDERSON,

Kappa Alpha Men
Fete:.,KKG

Delta Gamma Adds
To Membership List

Chi 0 Luncheon
Honors Mothers

DSG Entertains
At Seacliff Park

A Saturday morning wedding in
St. Mary’s church in Vacaville
May 21 Nv ill unit Miss Jacqueline
Florence Wolff and Edwin George
Elliston.
Miss NVolffe is a former journalism major here.
Elliston recently was graduated
z.rv Santa Clara university, wher
from Santa Clara university
where he was an engineering maiar

A music box softly tinkling "I
Love You Truly." the serenade of
a group of DSG fraternity brothers, . and the passing of book
matches enseribea "It’s a Match"
announced the engagement of
Miss Barbara "Jeff" Brewster and
Phil Ward Monday night at a
meeting of Gamma Phi Beta sorority.
Added decorations for the surprise announcement were a dozen
red roses, sent to "Jeff" by Phil.
After the discovery of the enscribed book matches, she passed a
candy to members of her sorority.
"Jeff" is a senior General Elementary major from royale. She
is a member of Black Masque,
senior women’s honorary society,
and is AWS president, She recently won a Danforth Foundation fellowahip.
Ward is a junior pre-dental ma.
jor from Mt. Shasta, Calif. He is
a.member of Delta Sigma Gamma
fraternity, Blue Key, and the junior class.council.
No definite date has .been set
for the- wedding.

Kappa Alpha fraternity- entertained members of Kappa- Kappa
Gamma . sorority at a dessert
dance at. the fraternity house, 506
S. Ninth street, recently..
Entertainment included the
showing of colored slides on Spardi Gras, a dance routine by Marilyn Zeller and Nancy Etherton of WELCH-PRIAULX
At a gathering of friends at her
Kappa Kappa Gamma, and an original skit by Kappa Alpha pledg- home last Wednesday evening,
Miss Yvonne Priaulx announced
es.
the newi-of her engagement and
approaching marriage to Lowell
Welch of Berkeley. Yvonne,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pierre
Priaulx, is in her second year at
San Jose State college. Her fiance, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Welch of Berkeley, also is a studDelta Gamma sorority initiated ent at San Jose State.
21 new members recently at a
ceremony in the local chapter BERNIER-TRETT
An August wedding is being
house on Eighth street.
Girls whose names are now on planned by Miss Eleanor "Noey"
the membership roster are Bern- Trett, secretary in the Placement
ice Benz, Sallie Bond, Marilyn office, and Mervin Bernier.
The engagement was announced
Bone, Dorothy Bourquin, DeVere
Calloni, Florie Cardinale, Shirley recently at a tea given in the San
Crandall, Carleen Fisher, Celeste Jose home of the bride -elect.
Both Miss Trett and her future
Graeser, Charlotte Hardy.
husband are from San Jose and
Anne Hodgson, Patricia Lewin, were graduated from Heald’s BusPatricia Marcus, Ruth Mudgett, iness college. The future Mrs. BerMarjorie Parr, Harriet Scott, Lo- nier also attended San Jose State
retta Thureson, Margot Supple, college.
Barbara Veon, Miriam Wallace,
Bernier is employed locally.
and June Weir.

In the Calvary Methodist church
of San Jose, CaroId Anderson recently became the bride of Forrest
Talley Jr.
Mrs. Talley wore a pink suit
complimented by a muff of white
camellias. The former Miss Anderson is a member of Alpha Chi
Omega. Talley is a former Spartan from Santa Cruz.
The couple honeymooned in northern California and Reno. They
Members of Chi Omega sorority
are now residing in San Jose.
honored their mothers at a luncheon Sunday afternoon held at
the chapter house from 1 to 3 p.m.
DIAZ-JONES Carolyn Hafley arranged the
Miss Harriet Lee Jones became program for the afternoon. BevMrs. Sil C. Diaz in a private cere- erly Lee supervised the serving of
mony in the Trinity Episcopal the luncheon and Betty Lou Taychurch of San Jose April 16. Dr. lor was in charge of decorations,
Mark Rifenbark officiated at the which included arrangements of
double ring ceremony.
spring flowers and corsages for
The former Miss Jones wore a the mothers.
navy blue chiffon dress of Grecian
Readings by Evelyn McCurdy
style with matching accessories. and Janice Cattermole, and songs
Her hat formed a halo of white by the "Dull Skulls" provided enbouvardia, and she carried a palm tertainment for members and
arrangement of an orchid cen- their guests.
tered in white bouvardia.
Miss Betty Hof fitt, maid of honor, wore a navy taffeta dress. Andrew Zoe,rafus stood with the
bridegroom as best man. Miss
Hoff itt and Zografus are both
University of California students.
Delta Sigma Gamma fraternity
Mrs. Diaz is the daughter of entertained eight guests at a
Mr. and Mrs. 14. Jones of Santa smoker at Seacliff state park reClara, and is a former San Jose cently.
State college student
Afterwards the group returned
The bridegroom is the son of to the chapter house at 703 S.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe D. Diaz of Third street for refreshments.
Mountain View. A senior advertisDerk Johnson was chairman of
ing major, Diaz is assistant busi- the event.
ness manager of the Spartan
Norman H. Dolloff of the SciDaily and a member of Alpha ence department was honored
fraternadvertising
Sigma,
Delta
guest at a DSG dinner given reity.
cently at the chapter house.
Mr. and Mrs. Diaz are now at
Nine other guests were present.
home at 394 E. Santa Clara street.
V
San Jose.

ELLISTON-WOLFF

KappaAlphasHere
B ewster, Phil Ward Initiate
19 Men
Reveal Their Wedding Plans During Week-bid

Newly initiated members ,were
honored at a banquet at tha fm.
ternity house Sunday night.
New Kappa Alphas are Stan
Francis, Jim Francis, Gene I3ernard, Dick Frost, Hank Foraberg,
Bob Griffin, Gerald Doyle, Frank
Pulido, Bob Smith, Bob Swift,
Bruce Summers, Bob Kastner,
Ken Murray, Hadley Ervin,’ Ron
Ftatzloff, Ed Morgan, Fred Burbank, Rey Johnson, and ’Cliff
Ralph.

Alpha Chi Omegas were treated
to a box of candy recently when
Miss Joanne Upton, vice-president
of the local chapter, announced
her engagement to Jack Russell
Jr., music majdr.
The order recently pledged the
Miss Upton is a junior home ecfollowing men at ceremonies held
onomics major.
No definite date for the wedding at the chapter house:
Bob Harvey, Earl nen, Gordon
has been set.
Patterson, John Kelsey, Wally
HOOD-BLASI NG
Hofman and Pete Phillips.
The engagement of Miss Sharon
,
*
Biasing to James M. Hood was
announced recently.
Miss Biasing is a sophomore
attending Northwestern university. She is affiliated with Alpha
Xi Delta sorority there. Her home
is in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
A junior advertising major at has
announced’ its spring (ledge
State, Hood is from Bakersfield. class.
He served three years in the
Navy.
Jerry Wheeler was e 1 e t e d
The wedding date is set for pledge class president.
siktIvin
August 27.
Pitts and Ken Bull will servir the
class as secretary and treasurer,
I respectively. Charles Meek is
pledge trainer for the class

Lambda Chi. Alpha To Drill Pledges

Eight Join Ranks
Of Theta Mu Sigma,

Members of the class
JRi m BKeellli y eHnomBeurl , Loltn,

lude

SGO Pledges Nine
Future Meml),

Belmont Reid New
Presiding Officer
Of A-Phi-0 Members

Silver Sabers Set
Military Ball Site

SERVICE

Save 4c Per Gail.
$AAVON

Joyce Badws To
AttendAnnual Meet

Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Plan

UNDERWOOD
Es. 1960

SERVICE STATION

COLOR PHOTOS!

Special Rental Rates for Students

G. A. BLANCHARD

RUSSELL-UPTON

appa
Gamma Delta chapter of
Alpha fraternity initiated 19 men
Saturday and Sunday at cerelmonies held in the chapter house, 506
S. Ninth street.

!yin f
Pitts, Al Rica, Jerry Sangui etti,
President Woodie Kennamer of Bill Seward,
Art Smith,
Jack
-tuapuj !epos nuia!s nw
Thornton, Dale Tygrett, Nea tlnity administered the pledge oath derwood, Jerry Wheeler, an Bob
to eight men in a ceremony held Wiegand.
at the fraternity’s house on S.
10th street Monday evening.
Men who took the pledge were
Don Cross, Dick Cirigliano, Ray
Bishop, Warren Gabrielli, Larry
s.
Larry Farchi, Carl Frudden, Ward
Wright, and Robert Frybarger.
Nine men were pledged
ma Gamma Omega- fraterni
recently by Pledgemaster G
ge
MATTSON-FARNSWORTH
hoMacDonald at the Ste. Clai
Miss Penny Farnsworth, senior
tel.
art major, recent’ announced her
engagement to .Elmer "Matt"
The new pledges include lien
Mattson, at a garden party at her
Carlson, Edward Chapman, philip
home in Santa Cruz.
Crimmins, Wilber Fellows, Meyer
The bride-elect is a member of
Glickman, Richard Leberdeft, AlAlpha Gamma art fraternity.
ex Perry, Steve Yurus and pledge
Mattson, a senior industrial arts
Belmont Reid was elected presi- captain Robert Wood.
major, is a member of Delta Sig- dent of Alpha Phi Omega TuesThis group recently capiured
ma Pt national fraternity. Both of day evening when the service fra- the gold cup offered at the SAE
ternity chose new officers. Pledges pledge gathering for the best en- f
staged by pledge
also were initiated at this meet- tertainment
classes from the fraternities.
ing.
..
Bill Martin was , lected vicepresident; Carl Ketchum, secreSpartan swimmers have won
tary; Dick Luzak, treasurer; John every conference swimming crown
San Jose State college’s second Moeller, historian; Dave Down,’ with the exception of 1947 When
annual Military hall will be held alumni secretary; Bill Montgom- College of Pacific turned the Vick.
in the Empire room of the Hotel ery, sergeant -at -arms.
Ste. Claire, Al Rosenga, Silver
Advisers installed were Dr.
Sabers president said today. The Murray Clark, Mr. E. W. ClemYou Get
ball has been set for May 27 from ents, and Mr. W. P. Ewens.
9 to 1.
Dale La Mar, Russel Mitchell,
The ball is open to ROTC mem- Bill Schulz, Dick Hoffman, Jim
and you
bers and honor guests only. This Hilke, and Harry Miller are outrestriction is necessary in order going officers.
to preserve the colorful pageanNew members are Robert Baktry of a military ball, Ftosenga er, Ted Breeden, Edward Gasper,
af the
said.
Lionel Goularte, Jerrold Hufford,
Macke,
Reinaldo
K. Duane Jones,
Scott McAllister, Frederick Michels, Neils Nielsen, Ray Pelton, Samuel Pereira, Richard Pryor, Robert Stice, Ralph Quintet, and
4th end William St.
James N’an Ess.
Miss Joyce Backus, college librarian will be among three representatives of San Jose State
Summer is the time for
college to attend the anntial meeting of the Northern section of the
The
school library association.
Vi
meeting will be held in SacraBe prepared! Select your camera from
mento on Saturday. May 14.
our stock of fine 35 mm. cameras!

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
CORONA

them are to be graduated in June.
An autumn wedding is being
planned by the young couple.
Guests attending the announcement party included La Vonne
Peters, Dick Mariotti, Pat Benzie,
Lee Streekey, Marge Higdon, Betty Bossier, Roger Monserrate,
Phyllis Bolinger, Bob Teal, Ina
Hansen, Walt Trasky, Pat Ziebuc,
Bob Morgan, Via Nightingale and
John Farrell.

ROYAL

REMINGTON

24 So. 2nd St., Bal. 349

ARGUS C-3
BOLSEY

J.014
486

KODAK 35
PERFEX

For information see our campus reprasenta? t? is? se.
Bob Sinclair, at Doily office.

Palo Alto Camera ShÆ

University Avenue
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Race for Gold Butler’s
Newest Zaniest Cutest
"Entries may be pushed, pulled, dragged, towed, slid; or kicked,"
stated Spardi Gras Contest Chairman Art Butler when quizzed recently as to facts on his newest contest, "Race For Gold."
Butler, the zany character in charge of all contests for this year’s
Spardi Gras, went on to explain the intricacies of his latest brainchild.
The "Race" will be held on
Spardi Gras day, and is open to
all on -campus organizations. The
object is to enter some kind of
contrivance which will move rapidly and without too much difficulty (no motorized vehicles, naturally) in order to finish ahead
of several other chariots of the
same nature. For winning, the
organization that sponsored the
victorious vehicle will reap a big
reward, .as yet unknown.
This race will be unusual because decoration, design, and so
forth, wilt not be taken into account-. Bath tubs, beds, wash
Medi’. cars minus motors, anything
that will move will be accepted,
according to Butler.
The contrivances, however, must
he drawn by not more than 12.
or less than 10 men or women.
The chariots will also be handicapped at the starting line according to who draws them men, or
the weaker sex.
RuleS of the contest have already beer. distributed to the various campus organizations, and
San Jose junk dealers report a big
rush on auto chassis, airplane fuselages, tubs, and old wheels.

Cops Call for Cats
For ’Friday the 13’

With 12 black cats to go, the
Chi Pi Sigma decoration committee hopes to obtain their full quota for the "Lucky Friday 13"
dressy sport dance at La Rinconada Country club.
The first donation, a squalling,
slightly aggressive tomcat, was
made by Earl Morway, an industrial arts major living in Spartan
City.
In one of the issues of the Spartan Daily today there is a free
voucher to the first open dance
to be sponsored by the fraternity
since the police school re-opened,
according to Dean Patrick, publicity officer.
The holder of the "Annie Oakley" in an issue of yesterday’s
Daily has not yet presented it to
Patrick in the Police school squad
room.
Several door prizes will be given, according to Harry ("arisen of
the publicity committee. The gifts
will include a $10 merchandise order, a bronze tinted portrait, and
a record album.
Unsuperstiticius patrons of the
dance will be Lt. Col. and Mrs.
James K. Watts, Mr. and Mrs.
Willard E. Schmidt ’ and- Mr. and
Mrs.. Peier M. Kristovich. Bids
are on sale in the Library arch
Alpha Eta Rho’s plans for their I at $2..
second annual air meet are nearing Completion, announced Alpha
Eta Rho president, Tom Tanna.
Offering one of the most excit--in*---and.--varied programs to be
presented by a campus organization this year the pilots Will be
for prizes donated by
Students of Sequoia Union high
Alpha Fta Rho and several local
- merchants. Admission to the meet school at Redwood City will discuss occupational and physio theis free.
The meet will begin at 10 any, rapy with Miss Mary D. Booth.
Sunday, May 15, at the Warm and Miss Catherine Wallace of
the Occupational Therapy departSprings_ airport.
Demonstrating their versatility ment at 8 p.m. tomorrow.
Miss Booth, head of the OccuSan Jose -State college student pilots will compete individually, in pational Therapy department, anct
four main events. Included in this Miss Wallace, physical therapist
group will be 180 degree and 360 at San Jose State college, will
degree spot landings, level bomb- speak to students who have indidesire to enter these
ing and landing over harriers. All cated a
events will be completely describ- fields.
Both Miss Booth and Miss Waled and explained by means of publace will describe their vocations,
lic address systems.
As an extra attraction a crop personal and educational requiredusting demonstration will take ments necessary, job opportuniplace showing the principles and ties, and rewards. They will tell
techniques underlying this rapid- students who are interested how
to get started in these fields.
ly growing occupation.
In a program that seems to be
full of highlights there appears a
still brighter light, a parachute
jtunp, which will culminate the
second annual Alpha Eta Rho Air
Meet.

Aero Organization
Plans Annual
Air Show for Sunday

Sequoia fliqh Pupils
To Speak with Profs

Studio Theater
Presents Plays

Oakland Attorney
Will Address AWS
Miss Agnes Polsdorfu, assistant
district attorney of Oakland, will
be the guest speaker at the AWS
meeting this afternoon at 9:30.
Melba Sills, publicity chairman,
said today.
Miss Poisdorfu’s speech, "Women in Profession," will probably
he highlighted with some of her
own experiences, Miss Sills added.
All women students are urged
to attend the meeting, which will
be held in room 24.

Three plays in repertory will be
presented in the Studio Theater
June 6-11, the Speech office announced yestrday. Curtain time
is 8:15 p.m.
The first of these productions
will be Anton Chekov’s ironic
comedy, "The Seagull." Second
and third plays are farcical comedies, "Three Men On a Horse"
by John Cecil Holm and George
Abbot, and "Pomeroy’s Past" by
Clare Kummer.
P1a315 will be under the direction of the three drama staff directors, Dr. James Clancy, Mr.
John R. Kerr, and Miss Elizabeth
Loeffler.

partment’s production of the "Little Foxes" last winter.
Charles Perez, ’45, is another
By HARRY BRITTON
former Fremont student majoring
With approximately 120 former in drama. Charles is currently in
Wildcats scattered rehearsal for the centennial exroaring
through Spartan school life, Los travaganza, "Rose of the Rancho."
Gatos high visitors may see their
future way of college life portrayed at SJSC. Many former Los
Gatans are taking both a passive
and active part in college activity.
By ROY, DENMAN
Most recent and outstanding of
The Panthers who acquaint
the Wildcats to pass through
themselves with the boundless
Washington Square arches is Ludeducational offerings of San Jose
wig "Lud" Spolyar, class of ’48.
State college today do not need
During his high school days, Lud
be reminded that the best stuwas a member of the student to
dents come from Santa Clara high
council, vice president of the junschool.
ior class, student body vice presSan Jose State college, as all
ident and president of the Hi-Y.
In addition he was a member of true Spartans know, has been
given a new zestful approach to
the football and track teams.
Right now Lud Is edging his student problems by the influx of
way into Spartan political and the stalwart Santa Clarans,
Santa Clara sports teams were
social life as freshman class president and a member of the Della helped by men like George Sousa,
Upsilon fraternity. He Is majoring class of ’48, now a freshman seeking a degree in commerce; Ralph
In commerce.
Athletics at State have been Quintet, ’46, now in his third year
boosted by the efforts of Marvin In engineering; John Rodrigues,
Johnson,--wh_o is out for spring ’43, sophomore Spanish major; Rifootball practice, Richard "Dick" chard Geary, ’39, senior business
Merlotti, ’45, in football, and Pete education major. All of these men
Denevi, ’44, a member of the have brought the Panther athletic
Spartan 1948 CCAA championship flavor to Sparta.
football squad and catcher for the
Even the women of Santa Clara
Spartan baseball team this spring. high school have added their
Slinking into journalism’s lair touch to the Spartan way of life.
at SJSC are former Wildcats Carll Angie Panelli, former student
Case and Betty Whittaker as t body entertainment manager and
Spartan Daily staff members and president of the Inter Club counJean Jorgenson on the yearbook cil in by -gone years, is a junior
staff.
education major. Kathryn Sproul,
Until her resignation earlier this , former year book editor, in her
year, Winifred Helm, LG ’45, was first year in the Speech departChief Justice of the Student ment, was in junior and senior
Court.
plays at Santa Clara.
...Los Gatans Bop Uphoff and TerDorothy Zalabak, ’41, who was
ry VVordon turned out for the
Interested in dramatics, athletics,
frosh swimming team this year and
music In high school, is now
Ralph Klindt is president of the
taking up nursing. :Marietta Zero,
SAE while Stephen Graves is head ’45, sports
minded in her biro%
of the college psychology c,jub. school days, is a senior English
Martha Wagner was editor of major.
the school paper at Los Gatos
These persons, remember, were
high, and Ann Clindhart is active all new at one time
to SJSC. It
In the Speech and Drama depart- was a strange place but
at the
ment.
same time a friendly and interestOther Wildcat graduates now ing one. Thy found out
about the
attending San Jose State college rigors of registration, the crowdinclude George Carroll. ’42; Lel- ing of the "Coop",
and the super
and Streepy, Elaine Wilbur, Doug sophisticatesand
adjusted themBeatty, Joan Cox,
Dave Popp, selves to the Spartan way of life.
Frank Velo. the former Jean Wilkes. wife of Spartan actor Jackson Young, and Ronnie Wordon.

Los Gatos

Santa CLARA

Live Oak

Fremont
By JOHN RUSSELL
Halfway between the rich farm
lands of Cupertino and the thriving industrial city of Sunnyvale
stands Fremont Union high school,
proud alma mater of several San
Jose State students.
Fremont has sent many of its
sons and daughters to the halls
of Sparta for their higher education.
A former San Jose State
student body president, Emerson
"Doc" Arends,
graduated from
Fremont in 1944. Emerson is now
a member of the San Jose State
alumni board.
-

By EDITH O’DONNELL ,
Though Live Oak high school of
Morgan Hill may not exactly be
the best represented high school
on campus, yet the live-wire, Live
Oakers who visit here today will
not be overwhelmed by a completely unfamiliar student body.
For instance, we have ambitious, active Pat Walsh, ex-president of the sophomore council.
AWS, La Torre staff, the Rally
committee and the Student Council have all felt her touch.
Then again, we may claim Keith
Alward, a former associate editor

of the Spartan Daily In fall, lats.
Now an ROT(’ officer, he has
worked on the Sunnyvale Standard.
Ruth Fisher is another Live
Daker, lending herself to the CCE
here. Pi Epsilon Tau, general elementary organization, boasts st
the membership of Jean Patterson, also of Morgan Hill.
More passive members of the
20 Live Oak alumni at State include Jerome Barnes, Lewis Britton. Jules Rocco, Roland Johnson.
Helen Kammerer, Lee Lua, Spencer Parker and Gloria Williams

Lady Seeks Drink
Gets Fire Dept.
ALBANY, Cal. (UP)- -Mrs. R.
A. Beck, Watsonville, got thirsty
yesterday while watching the horse
races at Golden Gate Fields.
She spied a red box at the palatial racing plant which, she
thought, dispensed paper cups.
Mrs. Beck pulled the handle.
Instead of paper cups, Mrs. Beck
got eight fire engines, about 50
firemen and fire marshals from Albany and Berkeley.
The fire captains escorted Mrs
Beck to a water fountain, gave her
a drink, then climbed disgustedl
aboard their fire trucks and drove
away.

Calif. to Have
Water Aplenty
SACRAMENTO, May 10 (UP/
California will have "enough water for ordinary demands and
normal needs" this summer despite a dry April, the State Water Resources division predicted
yesterday.
In its May 1 snow survey, last
of the year, the division estimated
that the flow of melting snow
from the mountains would be
about 77 per cent of normalwell
below the 90 per cent forecast on
April 1.
But the report pointed out that
Shasta Dam reservoir is holding
the greatest water storage in its
hisory and that prospects are good
that most Sierra Nevada reservoirs will fill before the snow runoff ends.

aMi

Playtime Mix-Mates
At Budget Prices

Among prominent Spartans now
on campus are several Fremontera. Jeanne Ellis, ’46, was seemtary of the freshman class here
at the college.
Dick Russell, ’45, is a member
of the Radio Guild and also laelongs to Tau Delta Phi, men’s
honorary scholastic
fraternity.
Dick appeared in the Speech de-

Say it

Spartan Daily

Coach Bud Winter gives his
San Jose State trackmen choco- SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
late caks jor new school records
and milkshakes for improved perWorm’ as wood dos osaffor sprit
So. Jose, Callforola. soder Ma
formances. The Spartan mentor 1134. at
act of Mora I fW1.
has "paid--off" this season with
Putt foosad wire woks of
Prams.
three cakes and 14 milkshakes.
Press of tho Globe Maffei Coaspaay
144 South First Prost Sr. Joss, Callforola
In an eating contest among San
Jose State cinder stars, it would Morals’s. Csittissis tassersoarorr. Pallallasn4
Assoclaffoa
be a close -race between 300-pound
Woody Linn and little Marian

Day, 130 -pound distance runner

Visiting Schools Give VS(
Campus Student Leaders
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Blossom
Floral Shop
6

16 W. San Antonio St
Ballard 1334

Latest red and white twIll and blue
DENIMS with tucked poc kets.
Pedal Pushers - Shorts - Shlrts .
from $1.95 to 4.95
C’eerance on summer sweaters and
shirts.
Use Our Easy Layaway Plan

Rene’ Apparel
463 So. Second St.

Bel. 7249
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Wesley Dexter Gordon, 1936
graduate of SJSC, is the subject
of an article in the "Interesting
People" department of the May
issue of the American magazine.
according to Mr. Lowell Pratt, director of public relations.
Gordon founded a club known
as the Boy Paleontologists. Members of the club endeavor to discover and classify fossils which
are plentiful in the Hayward and
Livermore areas. The club has
one of the ’largest collections of
prehistoric camel bones in the
United States.
Residing in Hayward, Gordon
Is a teacher in the Russell Elementary school. A native of Dexter, Mieh., Gordon graduated from
Fort Jones high school in 1926.
The same year he entered San
Jose State college. The next two
years he spent at Wliamette university in Oregon.
Gordon graduated
from San
Jose State college after returning
here in 1934. He received an A.B.
degree and a special secondary
teaching credential in speech. ...
The American Magazine article is illustrated with a photograph of Gordon
examining a
mammoth bone and surrounded
by members of the boys’ club.
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Speaker Says Teacher,
School Shortage Acute
BAKERSFIELD, Cal. (UP)The need for 35,000 additional teachers and the acute housing shortage are the tvlo main problems facing
state education, according to Robert Rees of Fresno, field representative of the California Teachers association.
Rees told a round table discussion sponsored by the Kern County

Military Dept
Has Two-Day Review

Chamber of Commerce that only
11,000 qualified instructors were
available to till 100,000 teaching
positions throughout the nation.
"Emergency credential" teachers
are being employed in their places,
the educational expert declared.
The speaker said officials of
the CTA feel that equal payment
based on length of service would
go a long way in getting qualified
teachers back in their field. However, he added, "salaries are not
too bad now.......
Rees said a more crying need is
found in school housing, where
15,000 classrooms in the state seat
more than 45 students each. He
indicated that tax rates would
probably have to be increased to
meet the spiraling average cost of
maintaining a student in school.

Inspecting officers from Sixth
Army headquarters in San Francisco and Fourth Air Force headquarters at Hamilton field will
arrive here tomorrow for a twoday inspection of the ROTC unit,
according to a release from that
department.
The Military department will
be inspected and the students will
be viewed during classroom activities. More than 300 cadets will
pass in review for the visitors
Friday to conclude the inspection.
Last year the ROTC unit received a rating of excellent, although the drill periods were cut
In half by bad weather. This year
the locals are hoping for a unit
of "superior," according to Col.
(UP) ----A
DUNSMUIR, Calif.
James P. Ilea, Military departbridegroom of three days comment chief.
plained only of a "bad headache"
today after shooting himself in
the head with a .22 caliber pistol.
Thomas Frazer, 20, climbed off
a train here yesterday, leaving his
young bride behind. The pair were
en route from Tacoma, Wash., to
L-210. Mr. Newby will show
Frazer’s home in Redding, Calif.
color slides of Mexico.
Dunsmuir Police Chief Allen
JUN:OR CLASS SPARDI GRAS Cotter said Frazer walked about
COMMITTEE: Meeting today, a quarter of a mile south of town,
3:30 p.m., Student Union. All and then shot himself above the
interested please attend.
right eye. The bullet, however, did
KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA: All not pierce the skull, according to
members and pledges be pres- Cottar, but burrowed under the
ent for today’s softball game, skin and came out again In the
4 p.m.. diamond No. 1, San Car- middle of Frazer’s forehead.
"He was bleeding severely when
los turf.
we found him," Cottar said, "but
DELTA PHI DELTA: All mem- his chief complaint seemed to be
bers sign the notice on the Art a bad headache."
wing bulletin board.

Thickheaded?

iinnouncement4
FRESHMEN CLASS COUNCIL:
Meeting today, 3:30 p.m., room
B-9.
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BRIEFS

ENTOMOLOGY CLUB: Meeting
today, 12:30 p.m.. room S-222.
CHI PI SIGMA: Pledge smoker
today, fraternity house, 263 N.
Fifth street.
HILLEL CLUB:
No afternoon
meeting today. Social meeting
tonight with Stanford Hine!, 8
p.m., Alexander Hall, YMCA.
DELTA PHI DELTA and ALPHA
GAMMA: Joint meeting Wednesday, May 18, 7:30. room AAll
l. :mportant. All members at- ENGLISH DEPARTMENT:
students interested in correcttend. Refreshments.
ing the objective portion of
SGO: Meeting tonight. Hillsdale
English A examinations, SaturBERKELEY, Calif. (UP) ---VirCountry club. Members. 8 p.m..
day May 21, from 9 a.m. on. ginia L. Warren, 19 -year -old blind
pledges, 9:30 p.m.
please contact the English of- University of California co-ed
ALPHA GAMMA: Informal inifice, I1-28, by Friday, May 13. whose seeing eye dog was poisontiation tonight, 7:30, room A-1.
All members please attend.
KAPPA SIGMA KAPPA: Meet- ed last week, will get a new pet.
Guide Dogs for the Blind, Inc.,
PAN AMERICAN LEAGUE:
ing for members only, tonight,
at San Rafael, announced it would
Meeting today, 3:30 p.m., room
7:30, room 21.
give Miss Warren another dog and
she will enter the school in June
for the required month of training. Miss Warren’s two-year-old
German Shepherd, Gay, licked
strychnine from a sidewalk last
week and died.
1930
MODEL
A
FORD
COUPE:
LOST
to
apPerfect condition. Must see
LOST: Parker 51 with name J. preciate. Call at 470 Atlanta.
D. Sawyer Thursday afternoon.
MISCELLANEOUS
Reward!
Return to Lost and
Found.
LOS ANGELES, Calif. (UP) --HAVE SHIRTS AND COTpencil TONS IRONED TO PERFEC- Cancer can now be cut out painLOST:
Gold Ronson
lighter. Initials J.M.G. Between TION: Stephany. Will pick up. lessly without even an anesthetic,
a medical professor told the CaliB-17 and Scienc" building. Re- 20 cents each. Col. 9042-R.
fornia Medical Association conward. Phone Col. 6688-M.
vention today.
With
QUICKLY:
REDUCED
I
FOR RENT
Dr. Frederic E. Mohs, professor
Stauffer System, of course; you’ll
GIRLS: Room, board. Summer be calling all of your friends and of chemosurgery at University of
session. Half block from college. telling them the good news, too, Wisconsin, said the new method
Make reservations now. 374 S. when you have your new figae has resulted in only one death of
814 cases treated.
Sixth.
designed for you by the Stauffer
OPENING IN NICE HOME: System. Free trial treatment. 193
Ask for Mrs. Strobel. 504 Rut- S. First. Col. 86304.
land avenue. Col. 861-W.
ALTERATION AND CLOTH-

Blind Girl Gets Dog

CLASSIFIED ADS

The San Jose sub-section of the
California section of the American Chemical society will meet
Monday at San Jose State colMr. Lowell
lege, according to
Pratt, director of public relations.
Herbert L. Wampner, director
of technical service for Reich hold Chemicals, Inc., of South San
Francisco, will speak on the subject, "The Chemistry of Alkyd
Resins."
The Science building will be the
scene of the meeting at 8 p.m. in
room 112.
Wampner specializes in pigments, resins, lacquers and emulsions. He has authored more than
20 articles in scientific journals
and has eight patents to his credit. Wampner was associated with
Commercial Solvents corporation
in Terre Haute, Ind., before taking his present post.
A dinner at O’Brien’s will precede the meeting. Dr. Benjamin
F. Naylor, science department
faculty menther. is handling the
reservations for the 6:15 afire.

Frosh-Soph ’El Dee’
Ticket Sale Begins
Tickets for the sophomore freshman "El -Dee" day go on
sale today in the Library arch,
Cliff Majersik, co-chairman of the
LD day publicity committee, announced yesterday. Tickets with
the meal will sell for $1.65, and
without the meal, for $.75.
Included in the activities for
the lower Division "El Dee" day
will be softball, swimming, general recreation, a barbecue, and
a dance, to be held on May 21 at
Shangri-La.
Majerslk said that all members
classes are invited to attend. Ile
of the sophomore and freshman
I also -pointed out. that "El Dee"
day will take- the -place of the
.previous mixers.
Following the activities of the
day, the lower division plaque
will be given to the freshman
class in recognition of their winning the mixers of the past two
quarters.
Tickets will also be on sale in
the Graduate Manager’s office.

Vets already spending money
they expect back in National Serinsurance dividends
Life
vice
should sit back and find a comfortable position. News ;from the
VA is that there is much work
to be done before any moneb, will
be sent out.
In a letter to Congressman Jack
Anderson, Harold W. Breining,
asssistant insurance administrator for the V. A., pointed to President Truman’s budget message
which says a dividend will be
paid for the fiscal year ending .
.
June 30, 1950.
tThe administrative -task involved in the actual payment of
dividends will be tremendous and
will require the building up of a
large organization. Not the least
of this work is the reviewing of
approximately 20,000,000 premium *counts," Brehring said.
Dividends will be based on the
insured’s age, the amount and
type of insurance he carries and
the length of time the policy has
been or was kept in force, Breining added.

MumbyNettersGo 4
To COP For Meet 11
The San
Mateo J.C. tennis
match having
been
cancelled,
Coach Ted Mumby’s netters left this morning for Stockton where
they will meet the CCAA champions in a dual meet.
C.O.P. will be a heavy favorite to continue its dominance of
CCAA tennis circles. The Spartan racket -wielders will be trying for an upset, something no
other conference team has been
able to pull off against the powerful Tigers.
Chet Bulwa, Gene Franco, Bob
Phelps, Ed Terry.
Jim Cruze,
Dick Russo, and Don Gale are the
Spartan hopefuls.

Lawyers to Swear
SACRAMENTO (UP)
yers would not be allowed to practice in California unless they gave
loyalty oaths to the state and
federal governments under a bill
approved .by the Senate Judiciary
committee last night.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MONEY BACK GUARANTEED

DIVIDEND ETHYL GAS

The Original

Cancer Loses Again

The ’Eyes’ Get ’em

LARGE NEWLY DECORATED ING REPAIRS: 20 per cent off
ROOM: For two girls. 448 S. 12th. to students. Work guaranteed.
Bal. 25914. Kitchen and laundry. Faultless Cleaners. 193 S, Fifth.
Bid, 6312-R.
ROOM FOR ONE: Block and
WANTED’
half from campus, $17.50 month:
468 %. Sixth.
GRADUATING
ATTENTION
ROOM FOR ONE GIRL: Pri- SENIORS: Couple attending
,,vate bath. Kitchen provisions. 598 State need apt. on or after July
1. Leave information hi W box
S. 15th.
in coop for Floyd Weymouth.
FOR SALE
’36 CHEV. FOUR DOOR SEWANTED: 13 Black cats doDAN: Good condition. Radio, nated for "Lucky Friday 13"
fogs, spot, skirts, spats, her hubs. dance. Deliver these cats to Chi
Must sell. 1711 Washington street, Pi Sigma frat house, 275 N. Fifth.
Santa Clara.
WANTED: Model T touring seBARGAIN: 1928 Chev. Needs
repairs. Immediately 840. Would dan or information of same.
make good beer wagon. Hewitt, Thorndike, 202 S. 11th or Mission
taxi after 6.
670 S. Eighth.

STANFORD, Calif. (UP)The
Stanford eye bank supplied 24
corneas during its second year of
operation, Dr. Loren R. Chandler,
dean of the university’s medical
school, reported today.

Find Epilepsy Cause

5

Chemical Society
Meets Here Monday Vets HSU Dividends
Are Expected Late

Nate Snider 501 Almadon Col. 715 kJ

Tickets Now on Sale

Straw Hat Revue
"Oa i,j 0PdeP
May 12-13-14
Montgomery Theatre
MI Seats Reserved
Tit:leis on sale Library Arch, Campus
Navy Wtrous lox Officio . Civic Auditorium
Admission $2.40 - $1.80 - $1.20
mill1111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111Mitim111111111411111111181HIMMN

ARCHIE’S

LOS ANGELES (UP)- -Oxygen
starvation may be the cause of
epilepsy, a S t a nford medical
school professor believes.
Dr. Frederick A. Fender, Stanford nerve surgeon, told the California Medical Association convention yesterday that his experiments indicated anoxia or oxygen starvation before or at birth
is a factor in epilepsy.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111NI

for STEAKS

545 Second. St.

-1("ip.-,

‘riror- -

’West Coast Relays
Next for Trackmen

SKI SEASON NEARLY OVER

Wednesday, May 11, 1949

With the conference championship safely tucked away, Spartan
trackmen are pointing toward
Saturday’s West Coast Relay carnival at Fresno.
Coach Bud Winter plans to enter ’man in the open lee, special
220, 440 relay, 880 relay, 120
high hurdles and college mile relay. Woody Linn, George Mattos,
Ronnie Metre, Dick Fortier, Bill
Gallagher, Mel Martin and others net yet mune,d are field event
entries.
Don Smalley, who did not run
under Spartan colors this season,
will enter the open century, unattached.
The feature of the day may
well be the special 220 yard dash
In which Lloyd LaBeach, Panama
-sprint sensation,
will
appear.
Spartan freshman sprinter Warren Eisenberg will be one of La Beach’s opponents.
Mel Patton, 200 meter Olympic
winner, who last Saturday ran
9.1 In the hundred and a 20.3
furlong, will confine his running
to anchoring the SC relay teams,
nocordhig to reports from the
Southland.
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Rustling Time
By JACK RUSSELL
III111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111M11111111IIIIIIIIIIMURRI
The recent ASH election proved the fact that Don Schaeffer
knows how to "win friends and influence people." We have just
heard a tale’ about Don in the East Lansing NCAA boxing tournament
that serves to emphasize this point. Now we know why the Gilroy
heavyweight is such a good politician.
It seelits that Das learned that one of the three judges for the
NCAA tesuiwasent. Eddie Haltalett by name, had written a bank extolling and describing the benefits of special exercises to be performed
before a bout. Aecording to Mr. Haisiett, the exercises loosened up
the muscles and toned the body up for the opening battle.
Don, not missing a trick, read the book carefully. On the night
of the fight, Don climbed into the ring and noticed that Haislett was
one of the three judges at the ringside. Our future stndent body
president then Went through a series of outlandish body movements,
tend-downs, squats, and arm flailing for the benefit of the openmouthed author.
The erased was duly impressed but not near as much as one of
the three judges-- Mr. Eddie Haialett, As it turned out, Schaeffer
on his fight easily without any help from "body -exercises" or Judge
Elaislett, but you never can tell when a little extra help might come
handy in a tough situation.
TENNIS. TALES: There was DO word from the Ojai Tennis
teurney concerning the San Jose State netters for a very good reason.
The Spartan lone doubles team, Jim Cruze and Bob Phelps, drew a
couple of
pretty fair combination for their opening round match a
gents named Bob Falkenhurg and Ted Schroeder. ’Nutt said.

TENNIS
P LIFYIERS!
Bring in that tired
old tennis racket.
Have it revitalized
with a stringing of
hard,
hitting, ;\
long-lasting VICTOR Tennis Gut-,
There’s a brand of ,
VICTOR Strings to
suit your style of
play and your
purse.

,_

Our

,e- ICTOR
Mat Wiee.

from

For the second week in a row
the San Jose Speedway is offering racing fans two servings of
track thrills: the rocketing roadsters on Friday night and the
on Sunday
marvelous midgets
night.
Several thotssand track addicts
viewed the two programs last
week, as records fell, cars crashed, and drivers flirted with the
beckoning finger of St. Peter.

ii

TA,

Soo Jose Speedway

62.50 to 810.00

GORDON’S
SPORT SHOP
121 East San Fernando

Printing Doesn’t Cost
It Pays’

All Types of PRINTING
DANCE BIDS Specialty

THE
VALLEY PRESS
167W. San Fernando
Ballard 2299
Pinto
Danny
Ales
Lou

WE WILL DELIVER YOUR DINNER

CHICKERYCCHICK
1/2 Chicken

Free Delivery
iii 9 p.m., 10 p.m. Sat.
1080 E. Santa Clara

Our squaws

Roll, French

Call Col. 8734

Fries

25
IP

4

Clowd Monday

hop to serve jumbo burgers, malts, shakes-25c

Car service doily 6 p.m.-2 a.m., Sun. 2 p.m.-2 a.m.

DRIVE-IN
TEEPEE
1228 W. San Carlos
Like a nice fight fluffy ANGEL CAKE?
(.,
A He5venly Tre
C.
nrt, r s has them.
CHATTERTON BAKERY.
BALLARD 6014
221 SOUTH SECOND ST. Opposite YWCA

STATE TAILORS AND’CLEANERS
Altering

Qualify Cleaning

Relining

One-Day Cleaning Service

53

W. San Ferniondo, Columba

1793

401 & Willim, Columbia

10892-W

The San Jose State Ski team, after the erase-country of the
PCPs at Yosemite last March. They placed sixth in the final result*.
Lett to right, they are Herb Blatt, Howard Amende, Dick Osborn,
ana Richard Robinson hi the bark row. Kneeling, left to right, are
Stu Merrill, Asaistast Coach Jerry Rosenthal, and John Daeglinge
Photo by Irving Robbins.

Two Events Remain
For Spartan Skiers

ANDREE’S

The

sults of the complete team and
Individual order has been received as yet, but Merrill made two
very good jumps and placed in
the first twelve. Daegling competed In all four events. This oats.
his last race for the sportans. He.
Is the only graduating senior on
the team.

Rancliburgern
Hamburger on .a
French bun with
French fried
Potatoes.
-

GRAND!!!

Andree’s Drive-In
SAN CARLOS & ALMADEN

Have You Seen Us Yet?
A new and
Different Flower
Store
The

FLOWER MARKET

for every Floral need.
Organization Functions
Weddings
Individual
Corsages

San Augustine" andSanta Teresa
2 blocks back ofHotel DeAma

Ballard 5903-M

THE
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By HERB BLATT
With the hot sun, the melting snow, end the beckoning- finger of
’the beach, the San Jose State Ski team has gone through the finish
gets for another season. Only two more individual events are left,
the Memorial Day races at-Mammoth Mountain, and the Mt. Lassen
Mid-Summer race to be held in the beginning of July. The "Skiing
Spartans" started off the season
at Aspen, Colorado in the NaRonal latereollegiates during the
Christmas holidays. Spending
their second t’hriramas away from
home, the team pulled up 12th,
just ahead of Vale. Slow skies,
lack of practice, and a long drive,
hindered the Spartans no end.
The team is looking forward to
a return
trip and
a possible
chance to run the downhill course
now being cut for the FIS world
championships to be held at Aspen
next year. Wayne Hawkins, John
Daegling. Richard Robinson, Stu
Merrill ,and Captain Herb Blatt
raced for State, and did fairly
well, considering that it was the
first time in the snow for the
year. Middlebury, Vt., won the
team 9 -way championships, with
Denver U. and the U. of Utah
following close behind.
Because of the impression made
by the team, an invitation to
the University of Utah’s InvitaSki meet
tional Intercollegiate
was received. Here the team raced their, best and came in fourth
or fifth depending upon how you
look at it. In the printed results,
State was fifth, but Merrill’s time
was not taken in the downhill.
Just above the finish line, he fell
and. broke his ski.
He finished about three or four
minutes later. Although be would
have been last, he would have
given more points for the team-enough to put them in fourth
place.
Next on the list was the Pacific
Coast Intercollegiates at Yosemite on March 4, 5 and 6. Here the
team showed they hadn’t had
enough practice since the Utah
meet, and ran into trouble in the
jumping and at least one run
of the slalom.
With the downhill called off because of snow conditions on’ the
course, It left only the crosscountry for the Spartans to get
points in. Hitting the wax almost
perfectly, they did, and placed
sixth out of a dozen schools. The
University of Nevada won the
meet.
final intercollegiate race of
the year was the Vanderbilt Mefnorial Ski meet. The team did
not get any chance to practice
again, and it clearly showed up in
the downhill, slalom, and jumping, Blatt was the only one who
had done any skiing since the
PCI’s and picked up points by
sinning the slalom and placing
second in the downhill. Richard
Robinson fell but got tenth in the
downhill. Had he stood up’ he
would have been in the Oritt five.
San Jose finished Math once
again.
In the jumping, no official re-
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And some are not. Not if they
haven’t tickled their tummies with
those Dandy Dinners and Luscious
Lunches down at . . . -
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State Holds Down
Top Spot in CCAA

Crack SJS Athletes IDECATHLON CANCELLED
Produce. from ,ix Pentathion Slated
SOM. High Schools For Spartan Field
By JACK RUSSELL

College of Pacific Ne)ct CCAA Foe.
Santaclara Valley ’AthletFor Coach Walt Williams’ Squad ic The
Leaguehas proved to be a to)

By HANK PLYMIRE
Instead of the SJSC Decathlon championship on May 28, Spartan
Track Mentor Bud Winter recently announced the scheduling of the
first annual college-Rentathlon championship. This contest commences
Monday, May 23, and runs through Friday, May 23. The Penthalon
will consist of five events: high jump, 100 -yard dash, broad jump,
--- shot put ,and 880-yard run. Th,.
events will be run off in the or der given :those; the high jaws
starting Monday, May 23.
, Any male students attending
San .Jose State college is eligible.
Signups are being taken by Winter.
Entries may
use regulae
track spikes. Winter stated all
P. E. majors will enter.
The purpose of the Pentathloa
Is to enable athletes to ente
events
they do not
ordinarils;
compete In, i.e.--tiah men in -the
shot put and 880. W inter alms
hopes to discover some new track
talent as a result of the meet.
A suitable trophy will be furnished by the college and will he
awarded the winner of the entire
program. Points will be awarded
each competitor on the basis of
how
he finishes - in
individual
events. The entrant scoring the
greatest number of points will la;
declared the champion. according
to Winter.
The heretofore scheduled Decathlon was cancelled because of
the lack of interest on the part
of outstanding Pacific Coast track
.and field men, according to the
Spartan cinder coach.
BUD WINTER, Spartan’ traclt
mentor w ho recently announced
An Amazing Offer by
thi. scheduling of San Jose
State’s first Pentathlon meet,
Ma5 13-28.

notch breeding ground foe Spartan sports. The six schools in the
Baseball stock at San Jose State continued to rate as high as j league, Santa Clara, Gilroy, Mt.
Du Pont preferred today after the team’s series triumph over the Cal View, Los Gatos, C4pipbell and
Fremont, can all take their pia,
Poly Mustangs last weekend. The Spartans took both ends of Saturin the spotlight being focused on
day’s twin bill to remain in undisputed first place.
the current athletic glories oh
Tomorrow night under the arcs of the K4unicipal ball yard, the San Jose State.
Top man on the Fremont totntre sictorious University of Sim
tem pole is Pete. Mesa, ’47, strikeFrancisco Dons will try to make
out artist pf Coach Williams’ dlaIt three straight 5vins.over Coach
mondment.
Walt Williams’ crew. The HillWhen
season. rolls
football
toppers captured previous contests
around next fall two former Freby 7-5 and 5-2 scores. Game time
-monters ,Marv Johnson, and Joe
is slated for 8 o’clock.
Pichetti, ’45, Will rate very high
College of Pacific, currently
in the gridiron plans of Coach
resting in third spot in the CCAA
Bill Hubbard. Ace .128-1b. varinto
the
valmove
standings, will
sity wrestler last season was Ben
ley for three games with the SparIchikawa, Fremont class of ’48.
tans this weekend. Single contests
Boxing and wrestling are the
NVill be played Friday at 2:30 and
spt’eialties of the Santa
Clara
afternoon
game
an
S p.m., with
Panther contingent. Mike Rivera
scheduled for Saturday at 2:30.
boxed for Coach Dee Portal’s
squad in the PCI bouts at SacPitching Assignments
hamento. Joe Sapena, ’39, won the
coach Williams will change his
boXing . tourney
pifching rotation for the Bengal
award’ in 17. Ray Bunnell, ’46,
meetings, Bob Santos is slated to
and Will Drew, ’46, are the star
go in the first contest Friday, rind
155-lb wrestlers on Coach Mutt-lPete Mesa. will come back in the
ily’s varsity wrestling squad.
night game. Ralph Romero toes
Woody Linn. 300-lb discus man
the slab Saturday afternoon. Preand wrestler from Santa Clara,
viously, Romero, Mesa- and Santos
rates a column all his own. The
pitched in the above order.
genial senior holds the college
DIAMOND DUST
discus record ’with ’a heave of 162
catcher Pete Dene5I paced the
feet.
Spartan hitters against Cal roily
Los Gatos has contributed Pete
by banging three hits in six times
Denevi to the college’s varsity
at bat for a .500 average ... Leftbaseball and football squads. Th
fielder Bob Wuesthoff hit the
versatile senior also boxed and
lorn;est fair ball of the series, a
played basketball for the Gold
double 55 bleb bounced_against the
and White teams.,
fence at the .375 mark in left field.
"Snuffy"
p:i-s Earl Hassell. *Gene Menges. Wes
_ Bill
Wilson.
Pipe Mixture
His blow came In the fifth frame
catching end, heads the delegation :Rush, and *Dean Sensenbaugh.- I The pipe ,h ,,,,,n, sinok wan,
-.DANA. th
of the third game... Mesa is also
from Campbell. ’Don Ervin, gymmodern pipe, with brightly polisbed al
credited with hitting a long double,
nast, is another former Buccan- I LEFT HALFBACK: Arch Cha-1
n um shank and 9enuine Import.d brow be
goonjian. Don Chenowith, -Wes .
551uich came In the second contest
neer.
Men:1
Johnson.
*Gil
*Mary
’Fisher,
and hit the barrier in left field,
Mt. View has sent Jay Hopkins.
F a u s Only
Tony
Morabito,
3:111-TeiTTFairilinisie. plate. . . Denvarsity golfer; Rod Richardson, dosa.
Ed With- I
Bud
Traina
and
Smythe,
evi turned in the fielding gem of
heavyweight boxer; and Glen Wilihe series from his catching-, posison, basketball player to Wash- row.
tion when he stopped a low throw
*Don with inside woria:Tpernis
HALFBACK:
RIGHT
ington Square.
pocket tin’ I
from Shortstop Don Lopes which
Don Schaeffer, NCAA heavy- DaMbacker, *Al Cementina; liar-’ twin 12
had gone through First Baseman
John
Steele,
Ray
Huxley;
old
weight
finalist, is an excellent
PETE DENEVI, dependable
Dean Gilea and tagged out Vern
Ms 0 MUSSY moon
example of the type of athlete Thomas, and Ted Weber.
Oat pow DANA PIP,
Bebernes, Mustang shortstop, who catcher for the Spartan nine produced by the busy city of GilBeck,
Max
Harry
FULLBACK:
Stui s.
was trying to get back to the bag. who led his teammates at the roy.
Torrr
Donaldson,
*Jack
Coley.
MOM hal GI, Mem& FIRM
This action came in the ninth inn- plate with a .500 average in the
oar Lambled le USA Soar=
Harney, Lou Menghini. Stan ’MilNos It INS
ing of the second game. . . Carl recent Cal Poly series. Denevi,
ler, *Harry Russell, and ’Fred
Jacobson, Cal Poly rightfielder, a senior, has played outstanding
Silva.
made the best catch by an out- ball for the San Jose diamond * Indicates returning lettermen.
fielder in the series when he rob- men over a.three-year span.
bed Denevi of a base knock In the
fourth inning of the second game. able to continue after several minJacobson raced to the foul line utes of rest... Stan Peterson, who
By Bob Skillicorn
and made the snag with one hand subbed incenterfield for Earl
Spring football practice contindown around his shoe tops. . . Wright in the third game of the
Wuesthoff made a fine catch in series, banged out two hits and ues at a rapid pace as 75 candiFriday’s game off the hat of Bob drove in two runs to aid the Spar- dates battle for starting positions
Bennett in deep left field near the tan cause. . . Despite Romero’s in the intra-squad game which
climaxes the six week practice
score -board. .
Second baseman setback Friday ,all three State
Tom Okagaid collided with Mus- pitchers went the route for the grind June 1.
Coach Bill Hubbard and his
tang Bob McCutcheon in the first third time this season. . . Verfl
inning of Friday’s game when the Bebernes, playing shortstop for staff, Bob Bronmn, line coach,
latter was picked off second base. the Mustangs, tossed his glove at and Hampton Poole, backfield
Denevi to Okagaid. Okagaid was a ground ball single by Olusgaki coach, are putting the squad
are now available in
In the third inning of Friday’s through tough drills so that they
the art department of
game. Formerly, a severe penalty may be able to select the startsan jose paint & wallpaper
would have been assessed against Ing elevens for the annual spring
Something to Crow About!
company
Cal Poly, but according to Coach game.
MCVEY’S
Walt Williams, the rule has been
The players. currently working
FOR GUACHE
changed and this is not considered out daily at Spartan Field inFRIED CHICKEN
.a flagrant error.
clude:
OR TEMPERA
PLUS: Roll, butter, french fried:.
LEFT END: Ernie Johnson,
Specifications of
salad.
Since Santa Barbara’s victory *Junior Morgan. *George Persha,
THINS
contents as requested
Delivered Hot to Your Home!
in the 1939 CCAA Golf finals, *Mel Stein, Ray Poznokoff and
WITH WATER
the Spartans have triumphed five Larry Tavares.
by the American
ALL for ONLY $1.00
Jack Aho,
LEFT TACKLE:
straight times in league play.
Artists Professional
"Art Allen, *Harley Dow, *Ed
DRIES
Miller, Paul Olivier and Jim O’League
QUICKLY
Connor.
CATERING SERVICE
LEFT GUARD: Dick Bondelie,
Carl DeSalvo,
*Vico Bondietti,
Phones: Mayfair 3285 end 2278
Bruce Halladay, Gene Snyder and
2801 ALUM ROCK AVE.
SERVES GOOD FOOD
*Al Wiemars.
The Caterer from Decatur
Columbia 5403
950 So. First St.
Carpenter,
Keith
CENTER:
Graenbactier CASEIN co+on *re now evailable 30-co’orsBob
Bob Covey,
*Bob Cheim,
strong, 1.4’ studio’ size tube.. to bring you something
Hitchcock, Al Marbury, and Lou
batter wA vrhich to work .. for all styles and techniques
Spurrier.
in intermix.!. colors. Colors dry matt, may be used es
RIGHT GUARD: Chris Faaciano, *Dick Harding, Ron Padilla,
a tempera- for under painting. Dries quickly.
*George Reeves,
*Joe Pichetti,
Manufacturing Jeweler
and Vernon Vallercamp.
RIGHT TACKLE: Harold Bristow, *Jack Faulk. Bill Gallagher,
Let Gregory
Just 2 Blocks
Neill Gunn. *Elgin Martin, and
create your Wedding Set
*Jim Whelehan.
Off Camp.,s
RIGHT END: Bob Edminster,
Jim Fleck, *George Keene, *John
Sorority Pins
Smith, Ed Williams and Bill Wil.
112 SOUTH SECOND STREET
son.
WAliainleowg’ se
46 East San Antonio Street
Phoqs Columbia 452
QUARTERBACK: Charles Alse
len, Bill Bondurant, Sam DeVito,
By CLIFF DANIELS

Track Coach

Spartan Backstop

’HOLIDAY

Grid squad.
Works Hard

artists!

Grumbacher
CASEIN COLORS

McVeys’ Complete
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Charles S. Gregory
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’Find Yourself’ Retreat
Sponsored by ’Y’ Group
The second annual Student Y Mystery Retreat takes place on
Memorial day week-end, May 28-30, according to Jeannie Justice and
Johnny Jacobsen, co-chairmen of the affair. Primary theme of the
retreat is "Find Yourself." This will be studied in relation to yourself,
the world about you, and your fellow men. The retreat offers students
an opportunity for contemplation
and meditation. It will be an attempt to probe the mysterious
chasms of your own personality
with the hope of finding some answers.
The unique, mysterious retreat
location. will not be known to
any until the last minute. Maps
will be provided students at that
time. The idea is to find a place
no one has either heard of or
been to.
Short talks by speakers and
group discussions by students will
be of primary importance at the
mysterious retreat. In addition
there will be a variety show, a
treasure hunt, folk dancing, and
other planned recreation.
All told, seven meals will be
served, beginning with lunch Saturday, the 28th, and ending with
lunch Monday, the 30th.
Students who plan to attend
the mysterious retreat will leave
the V lounge, 220 S. Seventh
street, at 9 a.m. on Saturday, according to a tentative schedule.
The group will return Monday afternoon.
The
retreat
committee
includes: Terry Schindler and Jeanine Churchill. recreation; Phyllis
Rolfes. food; Bob Stice and Marie
Herold, publicity;
Miss Justice,
mystery
retreat location;
and
Jacobsen, speakers.

’Vacation for a Day’
Theme of Fete

Sunshine Notice for
Santa Cruz Addicts
Going to Santa Cruz over the
weekend? Want to know what
the weather’s going to be like for
two days in advance?
A simple sol!rtion to the "beach time" weather problem has. been
found by the science department.
The official United States Weather bureau map and forecast
will be posted on the bulletin
board near room S104 every Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday for
the remainder of the quarter.
This service will enable Spartan
beach -goers to know just what to
expect from the elements, anywhere in California, two days in
advance. The infortination, direct
from the bureau station at Mills
field, San Francisco, will be posted by 9:30 a.m, on each of the
days mentioned.

Alumni Office Asks
Homecoming Plans
Any college organization planning a breakfast or dinner for
Homecoming day, June 4, should
list details in the Alumni office
by tomorrow.
Announcement
of
intended
events can then be made in the
May istue of the Alumni Bulletin.
Tau Delta Phi. Home Economics department, and Women P.E.
majors have already scheduled affairs for alumni at the Homecoming.
The main feature of the Homecoming day will he a luncheon,
served at 12:30, followed by a
program meeting. All graduating seniors are cordially invited
to affiliate themselves with alumni on that day, the Alumni office
said. Luncheon reservations
should be made at the Alumni
office.

"Newmanites and all San Jose
State college students are invited
to attend the "Vacation for a
Day" picnic to be held Sunday at
Adobe Creek lodge, Joe Garske,
Newman club president, said yesterday.
The affair is sponsored by the
Quid Nobi youth organization and
is open to all students. Garske indicated there will be plenty of
entertainment for those attending
the picnic.
Tickets can be ’purchased this
week from Genevieve Villasenor
at the Catholic Women’s center. COLLEGE POOL OPEN
For the remainder of lbe
Spring quarter the college pool
will be open to student and faculty members on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons from 3:30
to 5:30 and Friday from I to 5,
Dean of Men Paul M. Pitman Coach Charlie Walker announwarned "spring feverish" Spar- ced yesterday.
tans yesterday that they’d better
buckle down hard enough to make
a "C" average this quarter.
Because of another great influx of new students next fall,
the personnel committee will be
forced to drop a large percentage of students who fail to make
a 1.0 grade point average this
quarter. Dean Pitman said.
lie advises students who are
running Into difficulties bee:tumor illness, financial problems or
family troubles to seek help and
guidance now, Instead of waiting
until their grades arrive. Guidance may be obtained by seeing a
eounselor in the personnel office,
the dean added.
Those who are attempting to
."coast" through spring quarter
classes may have a rude awakening late in June unless they "hit
the ball," Dean Pitman implied.

’Hit Books Hard,’
Dean Pitman Says

MacQuarries Visit
Fresno College
President and Mrs. T. W. MacQuarrie will attend the inaugura_lion of Is.. Arnold E. Joyal as
president of Fresno State college tomorrow.
The Frew) State college auditOtiuM will be the scene of the
10:30 a.m. Dr.
ceremonies’ at
loyal succeeds Dr. Frank Thomas,
who retired last year.

Two Profs Attend
Berkeley Meeting
Professors Irving Christiansen
and Arthur C. Kelley of the Comrepresented
merce
department
San Jose State college at a recent
Berkeley conference on the teaching of accounting, according to
Dr. Earl W. Atkinson, Commerce
department head. The meeting
was under the auspices of the
University of California at Berkeley.
Conference chairman was Dr.
Perry Mason, head of the accounting courses at the University of
California.
The meeting was devoted to a
round table discussion of some of
the problems of teaching accounting to college students. Among
the problems discussed was the
desirability of establishing a standard of accounting achievements
for first year accounting students.

Vets Representative
Visits SJSC Campus

46, own..

Guidance Center SJSC Hine! Group
For Vets Benefit To Host Stanford
Any veteran not sure of his objective in college should take advantage of the service offered
by the Veterans Guidance center
at 408 Almaden avenue, advised
Dean of Men Paul M. Pitman
yesterday.
The guidance center will close
June 30, so Dean Pitman urges
veterans who need the service
offered by this agency to make
an appointment as soon as possible.
The center has been invaluable
to veterans in erabling them to
recognize their a‘ptitudes and interests, and thus select the vocaion for which they are best suited, he concluded.

Hillel counselorship at Stanford
university will meet with San
Jose State college Hillel tonight
at 8 o’clock. In Alexander hall,
YMCA, Ed Klein, Hillel president,
announced yesterday.
The two groups will hold a
joint social program under the
chairmanship of Tom Winston.
Entertainers are Sylvia Lipp,
violin solo; Jo Ann Martin and
Joan Stillman, dance; Katherine
Rinn, vocal solo; Herb Patnoe
and Mary Braunstein, comedy
skit.
Community singing will be led
by Klein accompanied by Ralph
Goldeen.
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GOOD FOODS

California Holds
Parole Job Exams

HOME MADE CHIU
DONUTS AND COFFEE I Sc

Examinations are now being
given for appointments as parole
officers, grade one, the California
State Personnel Board announced recently.
Final date for tiling applications is June 4. June 25 is the
examination date.
Salaries
for parole
officers1
range from $295 to $358 a month. I
Complete information may be
found on the Placement office
bulletin board.

The Veterans office (Room 32)
wishes to inform veterans that
Mr. J. D. Murchison, California
Veterans representative will be on
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
campus sometime this quarter.
All who wish to see him are asUnder Coach Bud Winter, the
ked to notify the Veterans of- San Jose State Spartans have
fice. When the date of Mr. Mur- won four 2C2A track titles in
125 SO. FOURTH
chison’s visit is known, these vet- seven years.
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erans will be notified by mail so
they may make arrangements to
see him.

SPARTAN
DONUT SHOP

Veterans enrolled this quarter
under the Cal Vets will receive
within two weeks their authorization certificates for the fall
quarter. Veterans enrolled this
quarter under Cal Vets wishing
to attend Summer Session are requested to bring their fall authorization certificates registration
day, July 5th. Mr. Murchison will
change the dates on the authorization certificates so they will be
usable for Summer Session.
Those veterans wishing to
tend Summer Session under the
Cal Vets, but not now enrolled under the program, are requested to
pick up application blanks in
Room 32.
TRY THE NEW CLEAN MAYFAIR
RESTAURANT AND CREAMERY

1/2 Fried Chicken
Salad Bowl, Coffee. Dessert

$1.15
Lunches from 65c
Complete 8 course dinners from 90c
Open 7:30 a.m. until I a.m.

MAYFAIR
RESTAURANT AND CREAMERY
159 So. First Street
Just South of Padre Theater

Most Likely to Succeed..
Choose a Champion to share
your future.
Have this able assistant at
your finger tips ... always ready
to transfer your thoughts and
inspirations to paper ... ready
to help in your progress and advancement.

PROVED CHAMPION FEATURES
SPELL S -U -C -C -E -S -S:

THAT

Your Underwood Champion
Portable is a complete personal
typewriter . . . with every fea-

RINGLESS KEY TOPS . .
*dadarally designed Finger-Pornt
keys..
FULL CIRCLE CONCAVE KEY
SUM
a comfort to buoy Angers.

ture you need to assure finest

American

quality work.
Count on your Underwood to
help get things done quickly,
eaoily, and accurately. Count on
this Champion to boost your
chances of joining those "Most
Likely To Succeed."
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Have Dad see your Authorized Underwood Portable Typewriter Dealer in time to order
a Champion for your graduation. Ask him ... now!
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DUAL TOUCH TUNING.
Adjusts en
Ireis simultaneously . .
or tanitl
ey . . . to your individual
touch.
VARIAOLE LINE SPACER . .
.
big
Undrwood tYPwritr
now on your Portable. fitur
STANDARD ROBSON . .
. warms as
used -Am Underwood
office machines. Therfor,
obtainable
everywhere.
SMART LOOKING CARRYING
CASE . .
handy, durable, compact
. . ideal
for traveling.
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Underwood Corporation

The Sweetheart of Good Health

AMERICAN DAIRY ICE CREAM
American Dairy Products
17th and Santa Clara

Typewriters
. Adding Machina, ....Accounting
Machines ... Carbon Paper.... Ribbons
Ono Pork A

Now York 16,1V. Y.

Underwood Limited, Toronto 1, Canada
Sales and Service Everywhere

The Underwood

Portable Typewriter
i
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